**BOOKLET DIRECTIONS**

**Materials Needed:**
- Paper
- Scissors
- Laminate and Laminator
- Single Hole Puncher
- Screw Bolt
- Printer (inkjet preferably)

**Using a single-sided printer:**
Print Odd Pages First.
Place Sheets Back in Printer, and Print Even Pages on Back Side of Sheets.

Once you have finished printing booklet, cut out pages.
Laminate each of the pages, and cut out again.

Once you have finished cutting out the booklet, you may then punch a hole in the bottom right corner of each page.

Arrange Pages in the Following Order and Fasten Screw Bolt Through Punched Holes:

| Cover Page |
| Stop       |
| Wait       |
| Quiet      |
| Sit Down   |
| Lie Down   |
| Friend     |
| Help       |
| Better     |
| Meds       |
| Drive      |

**TIPS:**
In order to align pages correctly, use an inkjet printer.

If you have trouble aligning pages, try placing only a few pages in the printer at a time.

Print on cardstock paper to prevent bleed through and for a more durable booklet.

You can hold the booklet together by binding the top instead of just one corner.
(Binding machine needed)
Communication Support For Emergency Responders

Icons & Signing

Improving the Flow of Communication Between 1st Responders and Individuals with Disabilities

Communication Support For Emergency Responders
OPEN HAND IN FRONT OF MOUTH, PALM FACING IN, DRAW HAND INTO "THUMB UP" POSITION

OPEN HAND IN FRONT OF MOUTH, PALM FACING IN, DRAW HAND INTO "THUMB UP" POSITION
DRIVE  (MANEJA)
DRIVE (MANEJA)

FISTED HANDS PLACED IN FRONT OF BODY - PLAMS FACING, MOVE HANDS UP AND DOWN ALTERNATELY AS IF DRIVING CAR
FRIEND (AMIGO)
FRIEND (AMIGO)

HOOK R INDEX FINGER OVER L INDEX HELD PALM UP, REPEAT IN REVERSE

FRIEND (AMIGO)

HOOK R INDEX FINGER OVER L INDEX HELD PALM UP, REPEAT IN REVERSE
HELP (AUXILIO)

R FIST FACES L AND IS PLACED ON L PALM,
LIFT BOTH HANDS TOGETHER
LIE DOWN (ACUESTATE)
LIE DOWN (ACUESTATE)

R "V" HAND PLACED
PALM UP IN L PALM
MEDICINE (MEDICINA)

RUB TIP OF R MIDDLE FINGER IN L PALM
QUIET (SILENCIO)
QUIET (SILENCIO)

INDEX FINGER AT MOUTH, DRAW OPEN HANDS DOWN, PALMS FACING DOWN

QUIET (SILENCIO)

INDEX FINGER AT MOUTH, DRAW OPEN HANDS DOWN, PALMS FACING DOWN
SIT DOWN (SIENTATE)
SIT DOWN (SIENTATE)

R CURVED INDEX & MIDDLE FINGERS, PLACED ACROSS L CURVED INDEX & MIDDLE FINGERS, PALMS DOWN
STOP (ALTO)
STOP (ALTO)

L PALM UP,
R HAND AT RIGHT ANGLE
WAIT (ESPERA)
WAIT  (ESPERA)

L PALM UP NEAR L SIDE,
R PALM UP NEAR MIDDLE
OF BODY - WIGGLE FINGERS